
F.A.Q. Frequently Asked Questions: 
 
What do we need to bring? 
 -4U-size 3 soccer ball, cleats, water 

-5U-7U a size 3 soccer ball, cleats, shinguards, water  
-8U-12U a size 4 soccer ball, cleats, shinguards, water 
-13U and older a size 5 soccer ball cleats, shinguards, water 

 
What age group is my player? 

-Age appropriate options will automatically populate and become available for selection 
once all of the players information has been entered into the system. 
-Also, please see “What age is my child” in the helpful links to access the matrix chart 

 
When are each Soccer Season? 
 -Fall usually begins the day after Labor and runs until the second weekend of November 
 -Spring usually begins in early April and runs until the second weekend of June 
 
What is the commitment? 
 IHR 
 -4U – 7U IHR session are solely on Saturdays 
 -8U – 10U IHR consists of two practices per week and a game on Saturdays. 

-Ideally attend both practices both but recommended at least one  
 Travel 
 -Two Practices each weekend and at least one game on the weekend 
 
IHR Registration: 
I am registering prior to the IHR Early Bird Discount Rate Deadline-why is it showing $130.00 
instead of $90.00? 

-The registration shows the regular price.  Upon submitting the registration for the Early 
Bird Discount Rate timeline, it will only charge you the $90.00. 

 
Travel Registrations: 
I registered my player; how come I did not see a fee? 

-Initial registration is for consideration.  Consideration means that the player will be 
considered as the club base decisions on numbers, evaluations, and opportunities. 
-Evaluations are conducted each season and we also have evaluations from their team’s 
coaches from the prior season 
-If offered a spot, the players offer will be in their account next to their name 
-Travel Soccer (Comp) is $375 per season 

 
Does my player have to attend a Travel Soccer evaluation? 

-Yes, all players MUST be signed up for consideration for Travel Soccer and attend AT 
LEAST one evaluation.  

 



How do I accept the offer to participate with a SCOG Travel Soccer Team? 
 -Access your account 
 -In the main page of your account will be the players associated with your account 
 -Next to their name will be an accept or decline button 
 -Click on the button and follow the steps that follow to submit your decision 
 
I received notification that offers have been sent, why do I not see anything next to my players 
name? 

-IF this is the case, you have more than one account.  You should only have one account.  
This means that you registered the player using the other account.  Please delete 
duplicate accounts. 
 

Can my player participate with another age level? 
-The SCOG has a strict policy on players participating in their appropriate age level.  
However, the club reserves the right to have a player play up if numbers and skill level 
merit the action. Sometimes the club needs to merge age groups to accommodate 
roster needs. 

 
How do I know if practice or sessions are canceled? 
 -You may visit the fields section of our website  
 -A notification will be sent stating the fields are closed 
 
Do I need to purchase a jersey? 
 -IHR jerseys are included in the cost 
 -Travel Soccer requires players to purchase the uniform kit  
 
Do I need to upload a photo, birth certificate or passport to my players account? 

-Yes, all players are required to have these documents uploaded to their account as all 
clubs submit their players to CJSA and get reviewed for approval 
-These are to be uploaded and get approved prior to the season 

 
How is the club handling CoVid-19 and guidelines? 

-The SCOG follows CJSA, US Soccer, the Governor and local Healthcare guidelines very 
closely.  Please use the helpful link “Covid-19 Guide” for details. 

 


